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The problem of using the idle cycles of a number of high perfor- 
mance workstations, interconnected by a high speed network, for 
solving computationally intensive tasks is discussed. The classes 
of distributed applications examined require some form of syn- 
chronization among the subtasks, hence the need for coscheduling 
to guarantee that subtasks start at the same time and execute at 
the same pace on a group of workstations. A model of the system 
is presented that allows the definition of an objective function to be 
maximized. Then a quadratic time and linear space algorithm is 
derived for computing the optima1 coschedule, for the given model 
and class of applications addressed. o Iwz Academic PKX. I N .  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The peak performance of such workstations is needed 
for computationally intensive tasks, but the computing 
power offered by a high performance workstation of the 
future will considerably exceed the needs for the sus- 
tained personal computing intensity of an average user. A 
large fraction of the machine cycles will generally be un- 
used by local tasks and many cycles will be available for 
other uses. Because high speed networks (with speeds in 
the 80-100 Mbits/set range) and high performance net- 
work interfaces are already emerging, efforts are being 
made to efficiently use this excess computing capacity 
and commercial products are now emerging [20]. Clearly, 
sharing CPU cycles poses challenging problems in a vari- 
ety of areas, such as computer security, network man- 
agement, and resource management in a distributed envi- 
ronment . The cost/performance ratio of workstations has shown 

a dramatic improvement over the past few years. This 
trend will probably continue in the near future and it is 
expected that large capacity memory chips (64-256 
Mbits) and more advanced RISC processors capable of 
delivering hundreds of MIPS and/or MFLOPS will be 
available at a low price. 
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While distributed scheduling has been studied for quite 
some time [3], it is currently being undertaken at a more 
practical level. Several papers have presented and ana- 
lyzed various distributed computing systems and have 
addressed different schemes for scheduling distributed 
resources. More recently, since the proliferation of low- 
cost, powerful workstation networks, general purpose 
scheduling of this idle capacity has been addressed. 
Hagmann [9] addressed this with a scheme for locating 
idle workstations, and Douglis and Ousterhout examined 
the details of migrating task contexts in such an environ- 
ment [5]. Since then, there has been a steady progression 
in the effort either to speed task execution by locating 
idle resources [ 1, 141, or simply to achieve higher levels 
of hardware utilization via load balancing or load sharing 
[lo-12, 211. However, little attention has been given to 
the problem in which a great deal is known a priori about 
task characteristics-particularly groups of compute- 
intensive tasks which cooperate (yet with small in- 
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terprocess communication requirements) to solve a sin- 
gle problem on a group of workstations. This paper 
focuses on a particular problem of resource management 
called “coscheduling” or “gang scheduling” [2, 151. This 
involves dividing a large task into subtasks that are then 
scheduled to execute concurrently on a set of worksta- 
tions [13]. The subtasks need to coordinate their execu- 
tion, to start at essentially the same time, and to compute 
at the same pace. Though there may be other classes of 
applications that require coscheduling, the present dis- 
cussion is confined to a particular class of applications, 
namely solving large numerical problems using iterative 
methods that require some form of synchronization 
among the subtasks [6]. 

In [ 151 the concept of coscheduling is introduced in the 
context of scheduling of coherent task forces (i.e., groups 
of processes that need to be coscheduled) by the Medusa 
operating system [16] on the Cm* experimental system 
developed at CMU in the late 1970’s [ 191. There, a pause 
mechanism is proposed “to allow communicating pro- 
cesses to proceed at full speed by ensuring that processes 
are available for interaction when needed.” In [15] it is 
assumed that process working sets are initially specified 
by the programmer and the algorithms assume that the 
scheduler has full knowledge about all task forces. The 
objective of their coscheduling algorithms is to “maxi- 
mize the average number of processors executing co- 
scheduled processes.” 

The present paper approaches the problem from a dif- 
ferent perspective. The process working set of a task 
group is not given a priori but is determined as a result of 
a bidding process. Moreover, the broker acting on behalf 
of an application does not have any knowledge about 
other task forces except what it may infer from the bids 
received from the other brokers. The objective of the 
broker is to maximize the speedup for that particular ap- 
plication without any regard for global resource utiliza- 
tion in the system. On a more philosophical note, this 
point of view reflects our belief that a user’s requirements 
(e.g., to have a task completed in the shortest possible 
time) will have precedence over a system’s requirements 
(e.g., to minimize the processor idle time) in the case 
when resources (in this case CPU cycles) are abundant. 

Various parameters affect the efficiency of a cosched- 
ule and the resulting load on the system. These parame- 
ters include the number of workstations used for the task, 
the percentage of free cycles of the workstations in the 
system (which varies from one workstation to another), 
and the possible start-up time of the task. 

It is assumed that the high performance workstations 
are interconnected by a high speed network and share 
one or more file servers. The goal of this work is to de- 
velop a strategy to allow utilization of the idle cycles of a 
set of workstations to solve the type of computationally 
intensive tasks mentioned above. 

The contributions of this paper are a model of the sys- 
tem that allows a definition of an objective function to be 
maximized, and algorithms for optimal coscheduling. 
The paper is organized in the following manner. The 
problem formulation and the model of the system are 
described in Section 2. The algorithm for optimal 
coscheduling assuming equal load distribution is intro- 
duced and analyzed in Section 3. Section 4 extends the 
results of Section 3 to unequal load distribution, and Sec- 
tion 5 provides examples of other uses of coscheduling. 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

In this section, the parameters to be considered in Sec- 
tion 3 for the coscheduling of a large task on a set of 
workstations are discussed and quantified. The problem 
can be formulated as follows: the user submits a compu- 
tationally intensive task, there are Q workstations in the 
system, and the system has to choose which subset of 
these workstations to assign to the user’s task. For exam- 
ple, assume that the user needs to solve a set of N linear 
equations with N unknowns. The user may solve the sys- 
tem of linear equations using one workstation and the 
time to solve the problem will be denoted by T(1). As- 
sume that T(1) = 10 h. If P workstations are available, a 
parallel algorithm would allow each workstation to work 
on a data sub-domain of size (N/G x Nlfi). The 
workstations assigned to neighboring subdomains will ex- 
change boundary values at each iteration [6]. 

Let T(P) be the parallel execution time (the time re- 
quired to solve the problem) after the task has been dis- 
tributed to P workstations, assuming each of these work- 
stations is entirely dedicated to solving this task (i.e., it 
has no other local jobs of its own, a rather unlikely situa- 
tion). The ratio S(P) = T(l)IT(P) will be called the 
speedup [18]. Assuming a linear speedup with T(P) = 
T( 1)/P, and a number of workstations P = 100, the paral- 
lel execution time for the previous example would be 
T( 100) = 6 min. However, the use of P workstations may 
lead to a better than linear speedup, T(P) < T(I)/P, due 
to the fact that for large problems one workstation may 
not have enough memory to hold the entire data domain 
of size N x N in main memory, and the intense paging 
activity that may contribute to a large T(1) would be 
avoided by using P workstations. For some problems, 
less than linear speedup may result due to the overhead 
for communication and control of the parallel execution. 
In general, these two effects will cancel one another, but 
good speedups may be expected. 

The class of applications considered here exhibits 
coarse grain parallelism. The communication delays are 
substantial even in a high speed network, and computa- 
tions can be distributed to the set of workstations in an 
effective way only if the ratio of the computation time to 
communication delays is sufficiently high. It is further 
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assumed that the expected speedup for this class of prob- 
lems is a monotonically increasing function of the num- 
ber of workstations assigned to the application (at least 
within some bounds Prow 5 P 5 Phigh). 

Often the solution of a problem in the class discussed 
here requires some form of synchronization. In the exam- 
ple above, all workstations need to complete one itera- 
tion and then exchange boundary values to guarantee the 
convergence of the solutions. It follows that the mecha- 
nism for resource management should allow the selection 
of a subset G of the set of all workstations {WI, . . . , W,}, 
where IGI = P 5 (2, such that the following two condi- 
tions hold. 

(a) Each workstation Wi in the set G has a “duty cy- 
cle” vi, which is defined as the ratio of cycles the work- 
station commits to local tasks to the number of cycles 
available for the compute-intensive task. The duty cycle 
is a nonnegative real number. Local tasks are non-CPU- 
intensive activities that are generated by a local user, 
e.g., text editing, mail processing. These local tasks are 
unrelated to the solution of the CPU-intensive numerical 
problems. Recall that all workstations receive identically 
sized subtasks (subdomains) of the compute-intensive re- 
mote task (the “unequal” load case is considered in Sec- 
tion 4). If a workstation Wi has a duty cycle qi, then a 
remote sub-task that would complete in T, units of time 
when it uses all of Wi’s cycles, i.e., when qi = 0, would 
require T: = (1 + r)JT, units of time when qi > 0. For 
example, if vi = 0.1 then T: = 1. IT,. Thus within G, a 
workstation with a lower qi value will complete an itera- 
tion faster than a workstation with a higher 7; value, be- 
cause the cycles needed for one iteration are the same for 
all workstations in G. Because a workstation of G that 
finishes its iteration early has to wait for the others before 
communicating with them and then proceeding to the 
next iteration, the largest qi is the effective bottleneck for 
the group G, which is denoted by v(G) (i.e., r)(G) = 
maxWiEG vi). The time taken by the sub-task is then (1 + 
maxwiEG q)T,.. The effect of allowing the workstations to 
have different qi values is the same as assuming that 
some of them are faster than others. 

(b) All P workstations should be capable of starting the 
parallel computation at the same time. Call Ts(G) the 
time that elapses from the moment the request to solve 
the task is made to the moment all the workstations of G 
can start processing it. Let Ts,~ be the time that elapses 
between the moment the request to solve the task is made 
and the moment workstation Wi can begin solving it. 
Then Ts(G) = maxWiEG Ts,i. It is assumed that a worksta- 
tion processes at most one compute-intensive subtask at 
a time. If the workstation currently has no compute- 
intensive subtask, then Ts,i = 0; otherwise Ts,i is the re- 
maining computation time of that workstation’s current 
subtask (i.e., the startup time of the next possible com- 

pute-intensive subtask). Because of the various practical 
solutions of the client-server problem in real workstation 
systems, the effect of migrating the executable image 
from disk-server to compute-client is ignored. 

With these conditions the effective speedup, S,(G), as 
seen by the user, is 

T(1) 
Se(G) = TS(G) + (1 + $G))T(IGj)’ 

where T(IGI) is the execution time with P = ICI worksta- 
tions if all workstations were idle prior to the request, 
i.e., r)(G) = 0, and immediately available, i.e., Ts(G) = 0. 
Given a high speed network interconnecting Q worksta- 
tions {WI, . . . . W,}, the task of locating G workstations 
that maximize S,(G) subject to conditions (a) and (b) will 
be called coscheduling or gang-scheduling. 

The actual architecture and the organization of the 
software necessary to support the distributed application 
described above are beyond the scope of this paper. The 
focus of this paper is a high level model of the system that 
reveals the main agents involved and the flow of informa- 
tion among them to allow optimal decision making. The 
following classes of agents can be identified: application 
agents, agents that coordinate the execution of an appli- 
cation; decision making agents, that are involved in es- 
tablishing resource allocation policies; and scheduling 
agents, that enforce resource allocation policies. An ap- 
plication agent requests resources on behalf of an appli- 
cation from a decision making agent that, in cooperation 
with other decision making agents, locates available re- 
sources. A decision making agent, called in the following 
a broker, requests bids from other brokers and then se- 
lects a subset of workstations that maximizes an objec- 
tive function. Brokers receiving bids, and responding to 
them, must refrain from accepting other bids which 
would result in over-committing available resources. For 
the particular application discussed in this paper, a bid 
consists of the pair start-up time and duty cycle, and the 
objective function is the effective speedup. As soon as a 
decision is made, all agents involved share their knowl- 
edge with local schedules. It is assumed that all schedules 
perform some form of multiqueue scheduling to support 
at least two classes of tasks, e.g., non-CPU-intensive lo- 
cal tasks and compute-intensive remote tasks. A sched- 
uler accepts from a local broker requests to allocate to 
the class of compute-intensive tasks a certain fraction of 
the CPU cycles available, and maintains statistical data 
concerning the actual allocation of cycles among differ- 
ent classes of tasks executing on that particular worksta- 
tion. 

As stated above, a parallel application is coordinated 
by an application agenf. Consider the functions that the 
application agent must perform. 
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(a) It requests from the system a subset, G, of the Q 
workstations, where IG( = P and P is in the range PI,, 5 
P 5 Phigh. The values of PI,, and Phigh are computed from 
the following considerations. To compute PI,, the dead- 
line by which the results are needed, Tdeadiine, as well as a 
start up time T’s(G) = 0, are used. Let the constant naVg be 
the assumed average value of the duty cycle throughout 
the system. The value of Plow is the minimum number of 
processors for which the equation below still holds: 

T deadline > (1 + vavg)TCP~,w). 

The value of Phigh is determined by the equation 

where Q is the number of workstations in the system and 
R is the maximum number of workstations that can be 
included while still maintaining a monotonically increas- 
ing speedup. Using the information supplied by the appli- 
cation agent, a decision making agent determines Goptr 
the optimal subset of workstations that leads to the larg- 
est speedup, as well as the common start-up time 
Ts(G,J. 

(b) The application agent decomposes the data domain 
into Popt = [G,,,I subdomains and then maps the data 
subdomains to the Popt available workstations. It is as- 
sumed that the load assigned to each workstation is the 
same. Indeed, existing mathematical software packages 
attempt to distribute the computational load uniformly, 
by partitioning the data domain into equal subdomains 
[6]. Of course, for some classes of numerical applications 
a partition of the data domain into subdomains of unequal 
size is entirely feasible. This approach could lead to a 
higher speedup in a heterogeneous system or when the 
resources available, the CPU cycles in particular, differ 
from one workstation to another and it is considered in 
Section 4. For simplicity in Section 3, it is assumed that 
all workstations use the same family of processors, sub- 
domains are of equal size, and the executable code is the 
same. It is also assumed that all workstations have access 
to the file server containing the data and code. 

(c) Last, the application agent gathers the final subtask 
results from the Popt workstations and presents them to 
the end user. 

The problem as formulated raises a number of subtle 
issues. The first issue is how to select the subset G of 
workstations that will ensure the highest effective 
speedup and how to reach consensus among a group of 
P = IGI workstations on a start-up time Ts(G). Clearly, 
the larger P, the size of the group requested, the larger 
the start-up time may be, but the shorter will be the actual 
parallel execution time T(P). If the execution time for a 
problem is data-independent, then algorithm analysis 

techniques can be used to derive T(P). However, in gen- 
eral, estimation of T(P) for a given P is a nontrivial prob- 
lem in itself. If the execution time is data dependent, as it 
is in most cases, statistical data from previous executions 
or data supplied by the user as part of the problem de- 
scription are necessary to properly estimate T(P). If the 
serial execution time, T(l), is known then the parallel 
execution time can be approximated by T(P) = T(I)IP if 
the overhead due to communication and control can be 
neglected. 

Assume, for example, that T(1) = 10 h, T(P) = T(l)/P, 
there are two groups G’ and G”, n(G’) = n(G”) = 0, 
Ts(G”) = 5 min Ts(G”) = 14 min, IG’l = 60, and IG” = 
100. Then 

600 ---= UG’) = 5 + 1o 40 

S,(G”) = fi = 30. 

Hence it is better to use a group of 60 workstations 
capable of starting earlier than to wait for 100 worksta- 
tions with a later start-up time. If, however, the duty 
cycle of the first group is, say, r)(G’) = 0.2 while the duty 
cycle of the second group is higher, say n(G”) = 0.7, then 
choosing the first group is even more beneficial, because 

Se(G’) 
600 600 

= = - = 
5 + 10 x 1.2 17.0 35.3 

S,(G”) 600 = = - 600 = 14 + 6 x 1.7 24.2 24.8. 

Consider the case where the duty cycle of the first 
group is, say, n(G’) = 0.6, while the duty cycle of the 
second group is much lower, say r)(G”) = 0.1. Such a 
circumstance could occur if G” is disjoint from G’, and 
G” is a set of workstations busy with another subtask 
until Ts(G”). Then the situation is reversed from the one 
above, because 

“(“) 
600 600 

= = - = 
5 + 10 x 1.6 21.0 

20.5 

S,(G”) 600 = = - 600 = 
14 + 6 x 1.1 20.6 20.9. 

Another issue is how to ensure “fairness” and to avoid 
“starvation”; i.e., how to guarantee that a request will 
eventually be granted. A related issue is processorfrag- 
mentation. Processor fragmentation occurs when all the 
processor groups that can be located are of a smaller size 
than the size of the groups needed to solve current prob- 
lems. A more general issue is how local concerns, e.g., 
the desire to obtain optimal effective speedups for indi- 
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vidual parallel applications, could be reconciled with the 
goal of minimizing the number of idle cycles of all work- 
stations. Equally difficult are the issues related to error 
recovery. When a processor allocated to a problem fails, 
the other members of the group must be able to complete 
the parallel computation with a minimal number of cycles 
lost. These are challenging issues, but beyond the scope 
of this paper, which is focused on finding coscheduling 
algorithms that ensure maximal speedups. 

3. ALGORITHMS FOR OPTIMAL COSCHEDULING 

3.1. Busic Assumptions 

The goal of a coscheduling algorithm is to determine G, 
the group of workstations assigned to a parallel computa- 
tion, the duty cycle v(G) for the group, and the start-up 
time Ts(G) for the group, such that P = IGI is in the range 
PI,, 5 P 5 Phigh and S,(G) is maximized. A coschedule is 
optimal if it maximizes the effective speedup, S,(G). 

The following assumptions are made: 

1. There are Q workstations, Wr, . . . . Wa. 
2. Each workstation W; can supply to a decision mak- 

ing agent the tuple (qi, Ts.i) containing its duty cycle and 
earliest start-up time. 

3. The load assigned to each workstation is the same. 
This assumption is not a fundamental limitation of this 
method, but it reflects the fact that the numerical prob- 
lems considered are typically harder to partition into un- 
equal pieces than into equal ones. But this assumption is 
not essential to the analysis presented, and in fact this 
coscheduling scheme works for other load-sharing meth- 
ods as well (this is discussed later, in Section 4). 

4. The decision making agent receives from the appli- 
cation agent the following information: T(l), the serial 
execution time of the application, Tdeadrine, the deadline 
for obtaining the results, and an estimate of the overhead 
for interworkstation communication and control as a 
function of P. Based on this data the decision making 
agent can compute an estimate of T(P), the parallel exe- 
cution time with P workstations, for any P, and can also 
estimate the values of Phish and PI,,. If T,,(P) is the time 
for communication and control for a parallel execution 
with P workstations, and if T,(P) is the time to send and 
load the code and data, as well as to gather the final 
subtask results and present them to the user, then the 
parallel execution time with P workstations whose duty 
cycles and startup times are all zero is 

T(P) = y + T,,(P) + T,(P). 

To simplify the presentation it is assumed that T,,(P) = 0 
and T,(P) = 0. This results in a reasonable approximation 
because the applications of interest are compute-inten- 

sive and different implementations of the executable im- 
age distribution from file server to compute agents are 
possible. Nevertheless, when communication and load- 
ing time can be estimated, the previous formula can in- 
corporate this information. 

5. The parallel execution time is a monotonically de- 
creasing function of P, T(P + k) < T(P) for PI,, 5 P < 
Phigh and 0 < k 4 Phigh - P. 

Observe that if all qi values were equal to one another, 
then for a given fixed value of ICI, the optimal G would 
consist of the IGI workstations having the ICI smallest Ts,i 
values, which easily implies an O(Q log Q) time algorithm 
(e.g., sort the workstations by their Ts.i values and then 
for each possible value of IG( check in constant time its 
corresponding effective speedup). A similar algorithm 
could be used if all Ts,~ values were equal to one another 
and the vi values were not. Then the sorting would be 
done by the ni values. 

3.2. A General Algorithm for Optimal Coscheduling 

Consider now the general case when the duty cycle and 
start-up times of any pair of workstations may be differ- 
ent. In this case, the effective speedup attainable with a 
group G of P = (GI workstations is 

S,(G) = 
T(1) 

TdG) + (1 + maxw,EG q)T(P)’ 

An algorithm leading to an optimal coschedule for the 
general case follows. 

Let A be the set of subsets (i.e., the power set) of {W,, 
. ..) WQ}. An O(Q2) time and O(Q) space algorithm for 
computing the quantity minBEA g(B) is given, where 

This algorithm also determines the set B E A (call it 8) 
for which g(B) is minimized. Without loss of generality, it 
is assumed that PI,, = 1, Phigh = Q, and that i # j implies 
Ts,i # Ts,j and qi f qj. This is done to simplify the exposi- 
tion; the algorithm can easily be modified for the general 
case. 

Let 7~ be a permutation of (1, . . . . Q} such that q,(1j < 
%(2) < ... < qT(Q). Of course 7~ can be obtained in O(Q log 
Q) time, and henceforth it is assumed that it is available. 

DEFINITION 1. Let Ak denote the subset of A such 
that B E Ak if and only if maxwieB Ts,i = Ts,~, for a fixed k, 
1 5 k 5 Q. Let Bestk denote minBEAk g(B), and let & be 
the B at which this minimum is achieved. 

Now, observe that minBEA g(B) = mink BestA, because 
A = Uk Ak. For the same reason, if k’ is the index for 
which minBEA g(B) = Bestk,, then @ = &. Therefore, to 
show that b and g(k) can be computed in O(Q2) time and 
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O(Q) space, it suffices to give an O(Q) time and space 
algorithm for computing Bestk and s, for a particular 
value of k. This is what is done next (so in what follows k 
is fixed). 

DEFINITION 2. Let Ak.P denote the set of elements of 
Ak that have cardinality P for a fixed P, 1 % P I Q. That 
is, B E A~,P if and only if(i) maxwiea Ts,; = TSTL, and (ii) 
(BI = P. Let Best k,~ denote minBEAk ,, g(B), and let 8,~ be 
the set of subsets B at which this minimum is achieved. 

Now, observe that Bestk = minp Bestk,p, because Ak = 
Up Ak,P. For the same reason, if P’ is the index for which 
BeStk = BeStk,p,, then & = Bk,P’. Therefore it suffices to 
COInpUte, in O(Q) time and space, Bestk.p and 8k.P for all 
indices P E (1, 2, . . . . Q}. The description of each such 
Bk,P that is computed must be impZicit and must take 0( 1) 
space, because the elements of each &k,P cannot be listed 
explicitly (otherwise the algorithm would use quadratic 
space because xcp I&kJI is proportional to Q2, and if the 
space used is quadratic then clearly linear time is impos- 
sible). 

The computation is based on the following lemma. 

LEMMA 1. Let Lb be the sorted list consisting of the 
elements of the set {vi : Ts,i < Ts,k, 1 5 i 5 Q}, and 
assume that ILkl 2 P - 1. Let the first (i.e., smallest) 
P - 1 elements of Lk be qil, yi2, . . . . qip-1 (listed in in- 
creasing order). Then the set Bk,P = {W;,, Wi2, . . . . Wip-, , 
wk). 

Proof. Let B E AkqP. Then (by definition) B contains 
wk and is such that maxWiEB Ts.; = Ts,k. In addition to wk, 
B contains P - 1 other workstations whose qi’s appear in 
Lk; among these P - 1 qi values, the largest cannot be 
smaller than nip-, . Therefore 

g(B) 1 Ts,k + (1 + maxhkr ~ip-I))T(f') 

= g({wi,, wi2t -*a) wip-11 wk}), 

which completes the proof. W 

The above lemma implies an algorithm for computing, 
in O(Q) time and space, Bestk,p and (an implicit descrip- 
tion of) &k,P for all indices P E (1, 2, . . . , Q}. To see that 
this is so, first observe that the sorted list Lk can easily be 
obtained in O(Q) time from the permutation 7~. Each ele- 
ment of the sorted sequence r)n(l), . .., ‘&(Q) is considered 
in turn, and when considering, for example, qn(i), simply 
test whether Ts,,(i) is smaller than Ts,k. If the answer to 
the test is “yes,” then v,(i) is included in LX. The lemma 
implies that Lk itself is an implicit description of Bk.P for 
all indices P E {I, 2, . . . . Q}, because &,P is described by 
the first P - 1 elements of Lk (together with W,, which by 
definition is always part of &,P). Each VdUe Bestk,p is 
easily obtained in constant time from Lk. Let Tip-, denote 
the (P - 1)th smallest value in Lk (as in the lemma), and 

then 

BeStk.p = Ts,k + (1 + max{qk, ~ip-,))T(P). 

If lLk[ < P - 1 then of course Ak,P = { } and hence 
&p = { } and Bestk,p is taken to be arbitrarily bad (i.e., 
equal to m). 

3.3. Example 

Consider the following example as an illustration of the 
algorithm. In this example, a network with five worksta- 
tions is considered. 

The five workstations are characterized by the follow- 
ing values of (Ts,i, vi): 

W, : (Ts = 6, r) = .6) 

Wz: (Ts = 7, q = .5) 

W,: (Ts = 4, v = .7) 

W.,: (Ts = 12, 77 = .3) 

Ws:(Ts = 0, 7 = .l). 

The workstation values are first sorted on qi to form 7~. 
In this example, r = 5, 4, 2, 1, 3. 

For every value of k, 1 I k I Q, the following steps are 
performed. The list Lk is formed by considering each ele- 
ment i in r in order and including the element in Lk if 
Ts,i < Ts,k. For the purposes of the example, let k = 2. 
Then LZ = (0.1, 0.6, 0.7). Lk implicitly represents the best 
subset of Ak,P for any P. These subsets &k.P are listed here 
for clarity: 

&.I = w2> 

B2.2 = w5, W2) 

82.3 = w5, WI, W2) 

&.‘I = {W,, WI, w3, W,} 

&,5 = 1 1. 

Subsets such as { W3, W?} are not considered because it 
is known that the max 7 of this subset is greater than the 
max 7) of & = (W5, W2}. 

The values of Bestk.p are now compared to find BestA, 
where 

Bestk,p = Ts.k + (1 + max{qk, ~ip-l})T(P). 

Recall that the value of qiP-, is found in constant time 
by indexing to the (P - 1)th element of Lk. These values 
are as follows for the example, in which linear speedup is 
assumed in order to approximate T(P). This approxima- 
tion is not part of the algorithm; it is merely used here to 
simplify the example. 
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Be&, = Ts,? + (1 + S)T(l) = Ts,? + (lS)T(l). 

Bestz.z = Ts,2 + (1 + .S)T(2) = Ts.2 + (1.5) ?$l) 

= Ts,z + (.75)T(l). 

Best2,j = Ts,z + (1 + .6)T(3) = Ts,2 + (1.6) +) 

= Ts,2 + (.53)T(l). 

Best2.4 = TSJ + (1 + .7)T(4) = Ts.* + (1.7) y 

= Ts,2 + (.425)T(l). 

Bestz,s = +m. 

The minimum value is that for &. Because Bestb = 
minp Bestk,p, in this case 

Best2 = Bestz.4 = 7 + (.425)T(l). 

These steps would be repeated for all other values of k 
while keeping the minimum Bestk value found so far and 
its corresponding set gk. 

4. EXTENSION TO UNEQUAL LOAD DISTRIBUTION 

The above analysis assumed equal distribution of com- 
putational load among the chosen workstations. When 
the load can be partitioned unequally among the chosen 
workstations, it is obviously better to send more work to 
the faster workstations (those with a low -/li) in such a way 
that all the workstations terminate at the same time (so 
that none of them has to wait for the others to terminate). 
The method known as “scattered decomposition” [6] can 
be used to allocate an unequal load to the set of worksta- 
tions. 

An analysis of the effective speedup function with this 
framework of unequal loads is presented below. Al- 
though this function will differ substantially from that for 
the equal load case, it will turn out that essentially the 
same algorithm as for the equal load case can solve the 
problem in that case as well. 

First note that when the loads are unequal, the com- 
munication time becomes a function of the set of chosen 
workstations and of the load distribution, rather than a 
function of the number of chosen workstations. How- 
ever, for compute-intensive tasks, the communication 
time can either be neglected or approximated by assum- 
ing that it depends only on the number of chosen work- 
stations (in which case we could use the same T,,(P) + 
T,(P) term as in the case of equal load distribution, keep- 
ing in mind that it is small compared to computation 
time). In other words, if G is the set of chosen worksta- 

tions, with P = (G(, then the total amount of work per- 
formed by G is approximately the same as in the previous 
case of equal load distribution, namely P * T(P), where 
T(P) is as defined in the previous section. Let Ti(G) be 
the time needed for workstation W; E G to complete its 
sub-task if it had qi = 0. Then, because the same total 
amount of work must be done, it follows that 

c Ti(G) = P . T(P). 
W,EG 

The goal is to have all Wi E G complete their sub-tasks 
simultaneously. Therefore, it is required that 

(1 + qi)Ti(G) = Kt 

for all Wi E G, where K is the common execution time. 
Thus, 

T,(G) = K(I + si)-‘. 

Substituting into the above summation gives 

Hence, 

i 1 

-I 
Ti(G) = P . T(P)(l + qi)-’ 2 (1 + vi)-’ . 

W,EG 

In this case the effective speedup function S,(G) differs 
from the equal-load case in that its denominator no longer 
contains the additive term (1 + maxW@ vi)T(P), as that 
term would instead be replaced by P * T(P)(cwiEG (1 + 
ni))‘))‘. Thus the effective speedup is now 

Se(G) = 
T(l) 

maxwiEG Ts,i + P . T(P)(EwiEc (1 + vi)-‘)-I ’ 

It is not hard to see that the algorithm sketched in the 
previous section still works in this case as well, because 
for a given Ak and a given P, it is best to choose the P - 1 
elements of Lk having smallest qi values. The time is still 
quadratic, if in addition to each Lk, the array L; whosejth 
entry (1 5 j 5 ILkI) is the sum 

2 (1 + -b(i))-’ 

is also computed (of course L; is computed from LL in 
linear time). 
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5. EXAMPLES OF OTHER USES OF COSCHEDULING 

The model and algorithm presented here can be applied 
to other situations by adjusting the interpretation of 7;. 
Two examples are considered in this section. 

The first example involves scheduling resources in a 
reconfigurable large-scale parallel processing system, 
with homogeneous processors, when faults can occur. A 
high-level overall model for automatically and dynami- 
cally allocating resources among concurrent sub-tasks to 
minimize the total task execution time is presented in [4]. 
In that approach, fixed-size groups of fault-free proces- 
sor/memory pairs (call them PE-groups) are the re- 
sources scheduled (e.g., PASM [17]). Sets of PE groups 
are dynamically assigned to sub-tasks (see [4] for details). 
In terms of the coscheduling model, each PE-group i has 
its own Ts,;, and vi is always zero when a PE-group is 
available to be scheduled (i.e., there are no background 
jobs and only one subtask uses a PE-group at a time). 
A value of vi > 0 can be used to present performance 
degradation of a PE-group due to faulty components 
in that PE-group, with the magnitude of qi proportional 
to the degradation. The coscheduling algorithm can 
then be adapted for use in the automatic reconfiguration 
system. 

As a second example, consider the application of co- 
scheduling to the problem of “distributed heterogeneous 
supercomputing” [7, 81. In this situation, a suite of heter- 
ogeneous computing devices (e.g., a vector, a MIMD, 
and a SIMD machine) are available to jointly execute a 
task, where each machine is used for those code seg- 
ments that execute most quickly on that type of architec- 
ture. Current work in this area has concentrated on the 
selection of a suite of machines to purchase given one or 
more classes of tasks [7, 81. Given a heterogeneous suite 
of supercomputers and a sequence of tasks to execute, 
each with its own mix of code types, an algorithm for 
optimal processor assignment has not yet been ad- 
dressed. The coscheduling approach can be used in the 
development of a solution to this problem. All resources 
are to be available concurrently, code segments from 
only one task are to be executed on a processor at a time, 
a set of processors must be chosen based on available 
start times (Ts,i’s) and processing capabilities (q;‘s), and 
effective speedup is to be maximized. In this case, the 7; 
for each machine is a r-tuple, where there are T distinct 
code types and the value of the 7; T-tuple reflects how 
effectively that processor can execute each of the code 
types. This information, in conjunction with the percent- 
ages of each code type in the task, can be used to choose 
the optimal set of machines to execute the task by ex- 
tending the coscheduling algorithm for workstations. De- 
tails are under development. 

6. SUMMARY 

A distributed computing environment is discussed in 
which a set of high performance workstations are inter- 
connected by a high speed network. It is assumed that 
the sustained needs for local nonintensive computing 
(e.g., text editing) are far below the peak performance of 
the computing engines. Methods of using the idle cycles 
of the workstations are investigated. The main focus is 
the study of coscheduling, a form of resource manage- 
ment required by applications with subtasks that need to 
communicate and synchronize during execution. 
Coscheduling implies that resources are allocated and 
deallocated in groups. The size of a group depends upon 
the needs of the application and upon the availability of 
resources. For the parallel applications discussed, the 
effective speedup provides an objective function to be 
maximized. A high level model of the system and an 
O(Q*) time and O(Q) space algorithm for the optimal 
coschedule of Q workstations are presented and ana- 
lyzed. 
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